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JT Fibre opens  
up a whole new world 
of possibilities

JT can offer world leading technology to Jersey and your business. 
Fibre broadband supports Island businesses of all sizes by ensuring 
that all the services JT provide are future proof and ready for any 
possible enhancements in telecommunications and technology.



In today’s fast-paced business world it’s essential to be able to run all online 
business critical applications reliably. Effective communication with colleagues, 
customers and suppliers is key to success. Businesses with fibre connections will 
be able to expand their computing power on demand at a moment’s notice.

JT Fibre for Business will revolutionise the way you use the Internet, providing new 
opportunities for your business to improve and expand. Whether you’re a home 
worker, small business or more established company, it will provide connectivity 
that is cost-effective and dependable to enhance your business’s performance.

Experience tomorrow’s world today.



The short answer is yes. JT Fibre for Business will give your business 
the competitive advantage you need.

1. SPEED

Of course the first advantage of JT Fibre for Business is being able to 
do much more, much faster. Will happen in seconds, meaning no more 
wasted time waiting for that important file to upload or download.

2. RELIABILITY

As businesses rely more and more on always being connected, we know 
that any downtime caused by technology can cause bottlenecks in your 
working day. JT Fibre provides the reliable and trusted connection your 
business needs in order to stay productive and efficient.

3. SUPPORT

All our JT Fibre for Business plans come with a support service which 
gives you access to a 24/7 fault reporting service. We have experience 
of all sizes and types of business and can offer a support service that 
suits your individual needs. 

Does YOUR BUSINESS need 
FIBRE broadband?



4. POTENTIAL

From better data storage to accessible video conferencing, JT Fibre for 
Business is perfectly equipped to take your business to the next level. 
Combining a fast, reliable connection with custom-built applications, 
JT Fibre for Business could be the boost you need to unlock your 
company’s potential.

JT Fibre for business will help you run your business more efficiently, 
keeping you connected every step of the way.



HYPER-FAST fibre  
broadband at your fingertips

If you want to experience what fibre broadband can really do, upgrade 
your speed to JT’s 1Gb new HYPER-FAST FIBRE broadband service.

1Gb JT FIBRE FOR BUSINESS is the ultimate broadband plan that will 
future proof your business. This is one of the fastest plans in the UK 
so whether you need to transfer large files daily or you need a reliable 
connection to support multiple users, 1Gb Fibre will provide you with all 
the Broadband you will ever need.

Choose the right connection for your business

Plan 500Mb 500Mb 1GB

 Monthly price  £51.98  £89.25  £246.75

 Download speed  500 Mbit/s  500 Mbit/s  1 Gbit/s

 Average Peak 
download speed  472 Mbit/s  472 Mbit/s  944 Mbit/s

 Upload speed  50 Mbit/s  50 Mbit/s  100 Mbit/s

 Peak time usage 
allowance  200 GB  UNLIMITED  1500 GB

Off Peak usage  
allowance UNLIMITED UNLIMITED UNLIMITED

 Contention ratio  10:1  10:1  10:1

Fixed IP address Yes Yes Yes

   Monthly price plans include GST. Usage charges exclude GST which is added at the time of billing.



What you get with JT Fibre  
for Business

When you switch to JT Fibre our engineers will come to your 
premises and carry out all the necessary cabling and installation 
work required to get you up and running on JT Fibre.
  
As part of the free* installation we can also provide you with a new 
Tilgin wireless router. This router has been extensively tested and is 
ideal for both small business and home use.

There are also other router options available. Our team will be on 
hand to discuss options with you based on your individual business 
needs. 

*For standard installation
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